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Why do we NOT look at our goals ALL the time? 
Because it’s a “Later Problem” vs a “Now Problem” –

Here’s Seth Godin:

People always address now problems before they work on later problems.
Every time.
On one night in 2004, you might have had two choices. You could go out for a 
fancy dinner with friends, or you could buy one share of Google at their IPO. A 
couple of decades later, your dinner is forgotten but the shares are up many 
times.
Of course, some people did buy that stock. That’s not because they 
encountered an opportunity to save for their retirement 18 years later. It’s 
because they told themselves a story that people in their shoes sent money to 
the market that day. They turned a problem in the future (retirement) 
into a problem for the now (I’m a loser if I go out to this dinner 
instead).



Continued
Our story about the future is in the now, regardless of how far away the future 
is.
All we can do with the future is experience our story about it right 
now.
All problems are short-term problems if we tell ourselves the right story. But 
we usually don’t, because we discount the future significantly. A grilled cheese 
sandwich today is more important than two grilled cheese sandwiches next 
week. Unless we tell ourselves a present and urgent story about what it feels 
like to ignore the future.
Because sooner or later, we live in the present. A present filled 
with stories and cultural pressure and the urgencies we invent for 
ourselves.



Why IS a REVIEW Mid 
Year Important?

• If you feel like you get a “Fresh Start” 
each week or each month or each year, 
it’s because you DO.
• In psychology they call this a “temporal 

landmark” and they are important to 
get that “High” that comes from new 
beginnings.
• As a Coaching Client with YCM you get 

the opportunity each month to set a 
NEW GOAL for the month. 



Researchers from Washington University and the University of 
Pennsylvania ran experiments to figure out the different ways our 
perception of time can affect our ability to set - and keep - goals.

In one experiment, 165 participants completed a short online survey. They were 
asked to set a personal goal and then choose a day to start working towards it.
The participants were randomly assigned to two groups, one of which was given a 
list of dates all written in the same format, while the other had a list where 
Thursday the 20th of March was marked as the first day of spring.
Those in the latter group were much more likely to choose the 20th of March as 
their start date. The researchers suggest that the 'first day' framing in their lists was 
much more appealing when it came to picking a point where the participants could 
start afresh.
Moreover, choosing the right date appears to give us more encouragement to follow 
through on the goal that we've set. "People's strengthened motivation to 
begin pursuing their aspirations following such temporal landmarks 
originates in part from the psychological disassociation these 
landmarks induce from a person's past, imperfect self.”



"The abundance of fresh 
start opportunities 

throughout the year offers 
repeated chances for 

people to attempt positive 
self-change, so even if 
they initially fail, they 

may subsequently 
succeed."

The Good News For Those Of Us 
With Less Willpower Than Most Is 
That These 'Temporal Landmarks' 

Keep Coming Around. 



June 30th marks MID YEAR – A 
new “Temporal Landmark” for you.

A Fresh Start



It’s a simple Excel 
with all the formulas 
already done for you.

YOU only need to fill 
in the YELLOW cells.

If you don’t already have a copy, 
email Kayla to get it.

MarketingDirector@YourCoachingMatters.com
Or if you are with us LIVE, 

put your email in the Chat now.

mailto:MarketingDirector@YourCoachingMatters.com


Let’s look at the Top of the Form (Lines 1-9)



This is the very 
TOP of the form. 

If you do NOTHING else, you 
are at least Looking Seeing 
and Telling the Truth about 
what is WORKING for you 
now…
And Looking Seeing and 
Telling the Truth about where 
you SHOULD BE based on 
your goal!



The next lines on the form (10-17) show where you ARE in reality… 
and what you need to CREATE to meet your Goals:



NOW we Get in 
the Nitty Gritty

What do you need 
to PRODUCE to 
meet your Goal?



Lines 18-26 give you the MONEY story to look at… This is where you will see if your 
Income has been what you expected rather than just Number of Transactions.



I know… Money makes 
some of us Nervous… 

And yet… when we Don’t 
Look, what can happen?



Lines 27-40 is mostly FILL IN THE BLANK.  Clarity on listings taken and buyer Sales 
needed. Small Sweet Steps – No more than 3-5. 



Just a few Small Sweet 
Steps can make a 

VERY Big Difference. 

What might One of 
Yours Be?



Lines 41-44 are Critical. Because the way we do ANYTHING with Ease is a 3-Part 
Process: Create Small Sweet Steps… Get Support… and Celebrate each Step.



Create Small Sweet Steps… Get Support… 

and Celebrate each Step.



The Final Optional Item on your Mid Year Review are lines 45-57



When you use our Numbers Tracker, 
these Numbers are EASY to know



Our Next Numbers 
Tracker Tutorial is 

Thursday June 30th at 
1pm Eastern / Noon Central 

11am MTN / 10am Pacific

It is BY INVITATION ONLY and is limited 
to FIVE people maximum, so if you’d like 

to join us contact ME direct at 
Donna.Stott@YourCoachingMatters.com



Promised BONUS: Tools you can use for 
Creativity in Your 2nd Half Planning
Tools you can use for Creativity in Your 2nd Half Planning:

1. Write a Letter to Yourself dated December 1st for this year 
congratulating yourself on achieving your goals and what you 
did to get there. Amazing Creativity comes out of this exercise. 

2. Create a Mid Year Vision Board SHOWING your goals and 
your CELEBRATION target… Put it where you see it all the 
time all the time along with the 3-5 Steps you have committed 
to DO to reaching that goal (and celebration!)



Promised BONUS: Tools you can use for 
Creativity in Your 2nd Half Planning
Tools you can use for Creativity in Your 2nd Half Planning:

3. Set the Coaching Arena each workday with a partner 
creating ONE small sweet step for that day that will move you 
forward on your goals or clear your “playing field” for that day 
only. Report how you did the next day and repeat every workday.

4. Use the Green Lens Tool every day through the day but 
carrying it with you all the time and putting a copy up on the edge 
of your computer or where you do most of your work. 



Loved this? Want More?
• Group Coaching is normally $89/month or $890 a year (2 months free. 

For WEEKLY Coach is IN Coaching Sessions with Coach Mike or Donna 
Stott, Member Mondays, Numbers Tracker and MORE! 
• If you are a member now and want to extend your Membership by 12 

months from now, you can do that today with a coupon for TWO 
additional Months FREE!  Save $356 off the $89/mo. price!
• If you are NOT a Member and here as a Guest, you too may use 

this Discount for your first 12 months. OR purchase Month to 
Month… either is fine!
• Sale is for annual payments only and Only good for today and 

tomorrow. 
• https://www.yourcoachingmatters.com/offers/9wFCoyoN
• ENTER DISCOUNT CODE 4FREE at checkout! 

https://www.yourcoachingmatters.com/offers/9wFCoyoN

